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The Writer was a Wren
BEFORE YOU READ: 
(All SnapWords® resources are available at child1st.com) 

SOUND SPELLINGS: /R/ spelled WR. Words: WREATH, WREN, WRITE, WRESTLED, 
WROTE, WRINKLED, WRITER, WRECK, WRIST. All these words should be familiar. 
WREATH has the Long E spelling that matches “eat.” WRITE and WROTE have Pinchy 
E. WRESTLED has the spelling of /S/ spelled ST as in “castle, rustle, bustle, hustle,” etc. 
WRINKLED has LE ending /L/. WRITER has Bossy R ending ER. WRIST can be sounded out.

SIGHT WORDS: D Words: SHORT, WARM. G Words: INSIDE, SCARED. 
WARM has a Bossy R spelling AR but it sounds like OR. Other words with this sound and 
spelling pattern are “war, wart, warmth.” INSIDE is a simple compound word with Pinchy 
E going on. SCARED has a Bossy R spelling /AIR/ spelled AR. Other words in this spelling 
pattern: “fare, care, bare, hare, aware, declare, share, rare, spare, stare.”

PREVIEW: Scan the storyline together to locate SnapWords® and target sound spellings.

READ: Please follow reading tips as outlined in Book 1 in this section.

COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
1. What scared Lou in the beginning of the story?
2. What did Wren decide to do about scaring Lou?
3. What did Wren say to Lou?
4. Why did Wren say, “This note is a wreck”?
5. Did writing Lou a note work?

1. Wren flapped her wings right when Lou walked up. 2. Wren decided to write a note. 
3. Wren said, “I’m sorry I scared you - please come back.” 4. Because it got wrinkled and 
had holes and dirt on it. 5. It did! The two became friends.
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Wren felt bad. “I will write Lou a note,” 
said Wren to herself. The next time the 
door opened, Wren flew inside to look 
for paper and pencil.
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Wren found paper. She wrestled to get 
outside with the paper and pencil. She 
wrote a note. 

It said, “Lou, I am sorry I scared you. 
Please come back!”


